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Supporting Text 
 
1. General expressions for the SNR and SBR 
 
The signal-to-background ratio (SBR) and SNR in the presence of negligible readout noise are given by:  
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SBR does not depend on the measurement duration, whereas SNR increases with the measurement duration and 

SBR. These are well known results and do not need further discussion (1-2). However, these simple expressions also 
show an interesting connection between signal count rate (s) and background count rate (b) illustrated in Fig. S6. Fig. S6 
shows curves of constant SNR at a given SBR, as a function of relative variation in background and signal count rates. 
Starting from signal count rate s0 and background count rate b0, these curves indicate what is the relative signal count 
rate increase s/s0 needed to cancel out a relative increase in background count rate b/b0. For instance, a twofold increase 
in background count rate can be compensated by a 30% signal count rate increase if the original SBR is equal to 1, but 
by only a 10% signal rate increase (respectively 3%) if the starting SBR is equal to 10 (respectively 30). In other words, 
in an experimental situation where the typical SBR is ~30, if the detector quantum efficiency can be increased by ~3% 
with a less than 2-fold corresponding increase in background count rate1, an increased SNR will result. Note that in 
doing so, the final SBR will be reduced (by a factor Q/Q0×b0/b ~ 2). Obviously, the usefulness of a minor increase in 
SNR paid for by a large decrease in SBR needs to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. The cases of single-molecule 
burst detection and single-molecule imaging are discussed in separate sections below. 
 

Background can have different sources, including detector dark counts and residual laser scattered light or Raman 
scattering, some of which can in principle be minimized by sample or setup optimization. For experiments using 
readout-noise free detectors such as photon-counting detectors, background reduction (in particular sample background 
reduction) thus becomes an integral part of SNR optimization. 

 
From a detector point of view, the critical parameter is sensitivity, quantified by the wavelength-dependent quantum 

efficiency Q. Quantum efficiency (QE) curves of detectors discussed in the article are shown in Fig. 1. Point-detectors 
(which are photon-counting detectors) have maximum QE ranging from 40 to >70%, with peak locations varying 
between 450 nm and 650 nm (Fig. 1A). We will compare the respective merits of these detectors in the next section. The 
picture is even more contrasted for current wide field imagers, where QE can be larger than 90% for CCD or EMCCD 
cameras but as low as a few percent for some of the older generation wide field photon-counting detectors discussed in a 
later section (Fig. 1B). A good quantum efficiency helps increase the signal count rate (s = Qi where i is the incident 
photon rate impinging on the detector). 

Sensitivity can also depend on other detector design characteristics: fill factor (sensitive fraction of the detector 
area), which can be in principle increased with microlenses, efficiency of photoelectron detection by the readout 

                                                 
1 Background rate may increase for two main reasons when increasing the quantum efficiency: (i) due to the increased 
overall detection efficiency, sample background rate will also be detected more efficiently; however this will result in a 
negligible increase of ~3% in the chosen example; (ii) if, as happens in SPADs, the quantum efficiency increase is 
obtained by raising the overvoltage, dark count rate will also increase.  
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electronics, etc. For this reasons, it is often preferable to quote the photon detection efficiency (PDE), which is the 
product of all these efficiencies, rather than the QE. 

It is also important to choose a detector with small readout noise, as readout noise will eventually dominate the 
recorded signal at short integration time and decrease the SNR. If present, readout noise should be minimized, or at least 
compensated by additional signal gain (such as in intensified CCDs or EMCCDs). We will not discuss this latter 
strategy, as it is irrelevant for the photon-counting detectors discussed here, but it is worth mentioning that it comes at a 
cost: the gain generates additional signal variance, quantified as an “excess noise factor” (ENF), which translates into 
reduced SNR (1-2). Finally, large dark count rate can affect some detectors, reducing the SBR and making it difficult to 
detect single-molecule. 
 

From a sample point of view, signal is maximized if the cross-section and quantum yield of the optical process to be 
used (typically fluorescence) are as large as possible (2). Optimizing these parameters helps reducing the required 
excitation power (to which most background signal sources are proportional) and thus minimizing sample 
photobleaching. Recent work has shown that there is significant room for improvements in this direction (3-4). 

 
Finally, from an optical setup standpoint, any arrangement that minimizes the volume from which signal is collected 

(excitation and detection volume) helps minimizing background signal, which is in general proportional to that volume 
(e.g. for Raman scattering, the signal is proportional to the number of solvent molecules). Note that beyond a certain 
level of (excitation or emission) volume reduction, the actual single-molecule signal will also be reduced. Therefore, this 
should be the last step to try and reduce the background level. More efficient approaches consist in blocking the spectral 
band (or bands) in which background signal is concentrated (which is easy in the case of Raman scattering), or choose 
fluorophores with absorption and emission spectra with little overlap with the spectra of intrinsic fluorophores, for 
instance when performing live cell measurements.  
 
2. Microfluidics as a possible solution to the limitations of single-point detection geometries 

 
Microfluidics offers a possible solution to the problems described in Section 2.5 of the main text, when the reaction 

to be studied can be synchronized by rapid mixing of reagents, such as when studying protein folding dynamics at the 
single-molecule level (5-6). In this “continuous flow” mixer geometry, reagents and single-molecules are mixed rapidly 
in a small region and flowed downstream at a constant flow velocity V2, establishing a steady-state situation: the reaction 
is effectively restarted at the same location each time a new molecule enters it. The mixing region corresponds to time t0 
~ 0 of the reaction, while any downstream point at a distance x from this region corresponds to time t = x/V. Studying the 
reaction dynamics therefore consists in sampling the steady-state conformations at different location xi (i.e. time ti) in 
what is in effect a separate single-molecule measurement for each position. Once sufficient single-molecule burst 
statistics has been accumulated at a given time point (i.e. spatial location), the measurement can be repeated for another 
time point. Of course, due to the stochastic nature of biochemical reactions, molecules will be progressively 
desynchronized as one moves away from the mixing region, raising a number of challenging interpretation issues which 
go beyond the scope of this brief review. For the same reason as before, these measurements can be quite lengthy, 
calling for increased throughput approaches. 
 
3. Single-molecule burst detection criterion 
 

Although a rigorous information-theoretic definition of the beginning and end of a diffusing single-molecule burst is 
difficult to obtain, in contrast to the case of immobilized molecules (8), it is possible to define an approximate criterion. 
Intuitively, a single-molecule burst is characterized by a higher detected photon rate compared to the surrounding 
background rate b (9). The exact value of the local detected count rate rn(i) following photon i detected at time ti depends 
on the number n of successive photons used to compute it and is comprised of a constant background component b plus a 
single-molecule component sn(i): 
 

                                                 
2 The flow velocity needs to remain slow enough (typically mm/s) in order for the transit time through the excitation 
volume to be long enough to collect enough photons from each individual molecules. Very fast mixers (m/s) are limited 
to ensemble measurements, because of the too short transit times (μs) of individual molecules (7). 
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Therefore, a reasonable criterion consists in computing the probability that the observed rate rn(i) is due to background 
only, and identify a single-molecule burst as a period during which this probability becomes smaller than a pre-defined 
value 1 - P0, where P0 is the minimum probability that the observed count rate is due to a single-molecule. Assuming a 
Poisson-distributed background signal, one obtains: 
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where γ(a, x) is the lower incomplete gamma function and Γ(n), the gamma function. Since this definition depends on n, 
the number of successive photons used to compute the “instantaneous” count rate, the smaller the value of n, the larger 
the probability that n photons within a burst may be separated by a distance ≥ 1/b characterizing background. In practice, 
using a small n (say, n = 5) to analyze the photon stream will result in single-molecule burst interruption and 
fragmentation, and thus, a multitude of small bursts. Inversely, the larger the value of n (say, n = 50) the more likely it is 
that the signal from a molecule exiting and re-entering the excitation/detection volume will appear as a single, long, 
fluctuating burst, rather than a succession of smaller but “visually” better defined bursts. Note that Eq. (S3) can be 
rewritten in terms of the local signal-to-background ratio, SBRn(i) = sn(i)/b, as: 
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The influence of n and the local SBR on burst detection probability are represented on Fig. S7. As the number n of 
successive photons used to compute the local SBR is increased, the probability that a given SBR corresponds to a burst 
increases. For instance, a SBR = 1 (i.e. sn(i) = b) corresponds to a 90% burst probability if 5 successive photons are 
considered, but to a 97% burst probability if 10 successive photons are considered. 

Alternatively, we can use this graph to understand the effect of a decreasing SBR on the probability of detecting a 
burst. For instance, if the local SBR measured using n = 5 photons is equal to 1.6, the probability that the photons belong 
to a burst is 95%. Were the SBR to decrease to 1 (for instance due to an increased background level or to a reduced 
detection efficiency), the burst detection probability would drop to 90%. In other words, SBR not only affects SNR as 
seen previously, but in the case of single-molecule detection, it has a direct influence on single-molecule burst detection. 
Since imperfect burst detection will result in lowered signal (for instance, if the burst starting point is defined too late) or 
increased noise (if on the contrary, the burst starting point is defined too early), this will further degrade the SNR. 

Although this ambiguity in single-molecule burst definition is problematic, its only influence is to change the level 
of shot noise broadening of quantities derived from single-molecule burst data (10-12). It does not otherwise 
fundamentally affect experimentally measured values. However, it is worth remembering, as in some other cases, 
improper choice of burst selection criteria can yield artificial results, in particular if molecules are expected to have 
photophysical properties varying over time scales comparable to their diffusion time (11-13). 

Burst detection can be and is usually preferably done using all detected photons, without distinction between 
detector source channels. Indeed, single-molecule measurements most often involve more than a single detector, as a 
single channel experiment is rarely sufficient by itself, even for the simple task of counting molecules. Artifacts and 
experimental sources of variability (sample preparation, setup alignment, etc) render the relationship between number of 
counted bursts and actual number of molecules (or concentration) complex. For this reason, built-in control or 
calibration is needed and is best provided by a two-channel measurement in which the number of events of interest 
detected is compared to that of a known control observed simultaneously in the same conditions. In more sophisticated 
schemes, each burst is comprised of two types of information, for instance two color intensities, and coincident detection 
is required to validate a count (14-15). 
 
4. SNR and SBR in single-molecule imaging 
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To compute the SNR and SBR of a single-molecule image, we introduce the PSF size/pixel size ratio r (Fig. S8): 
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where M is the imaging magnification, d is the diameter of the PSF in the object plane (approximately equal to the 
diameter of the Airy spot, itself approximated by a Gaussian with standard deviation σ ~ 0.21 λ/NA) and a is the pixel 
size. One limit would correspond to a situation analogous to point-detection geometries, in which the magnification is set 
in such a way that the image PSF fits within a single pixel (r < 1). As we have seen, this is optimal to image as many 
molecules as possible simultaneously or if one is only interested in studying the intensity time trace of individual 
molecules. In this case, as in point-like geometry, the single-molecule signal is still given by sτ, the product of the 
detected count rate by the measurement duration and background will depend on the excitation/detection volume 
sampled by a single-pixel. The exact dependence on the background level will be complex in general, but will vary 
approximately as r-3 if we assume a uniformly excited background and a Gaussian sampling shape. Therefore, in this 
case again, matching the PSF size and the pixel size is preferable. 

On the other hand, if the goal is to precisely localize (or co-localize) single-molecules, the image PSF needs to 
extend over n > 2 pixels (Nyquist criterion). With the Gaussian approximation used so far, the area covered by the PSF is 
π d2/4 = n a2, which gives an integrated background signal: 
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where β is the total background count rate per pixel3. Calling I0 the amplitude above background of the Gaussian fit of 
the PSF image4, the signal integrated over the whole PSF (number of collected photons) reads: 
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Therefore, the SNR and SBR read: 
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where we have assumed a detector with either no readout noise (F = 1) or readout noise cancelled by a gain mechanism 
with excess noise factor F > 1. Note that according to this definition, the SBR of a single-molecule is larger than the 
ratio between PSF amplitude (I0) and the background value per pixel (bp). To avoid fitting the PSF image to estimate I0, 
it may be easier to determine the minimum number m > n of pixels needed to encompass the single-molecule PSF and 
compute the single-molecule signal and background signal as: 

                                                 
3 bp = βτ, the background value per pixel, will in general decrease if the number n of pixels needed to sample the PSF 
increases, i.e. when the camera pixel size a decreases or the magnification M increases. Note that according to definition 
(S6), n is not necessarily an integer. 
4 The PSF peak value I0 is different from the largest pixel value over background max(si) = max(pi) – bp. To estimate an 
upper bound for this latter value (neglecting shot noise), one should integrate the Gaussian PSF image over one pixel. 
The result is: max(si) < πr2/18×erf2(6/2√2r)I0, where erf is the error function. 
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where pi is the total count value of pixel i (in photon units, like all other values discussed in this section). In this case, the 
background will be overestimated and the signal underestimated, resulting in a SBR smaller than the true value. 
 
5. Maximum size of a multispot excitation pattern 
 
In this section, we discuss some basic constraints on the maximum size of the field of view on one hand and the detector 
on the other hand, in multispot excitation applications. As a reminder (see section 4.2), these detectors need to have a 
low fill factor (or otherwise, a large fraction of the detector pixels will remain unused). 

Since the spot pattern is formed by a microscope objective lens, its image needs to fit within the microscope’s field 
of view (FOV)5, Ø. The maximum number of spots, Nmax, arranged on a square lattice, which can be fitted within the 
FOV is given by: 
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With values used previously corresponding to a 60× water immersion objective (UPLSAPO 60XW, Olympus, NA = 1.2, 
α = 10, M = 60, λ = 532 nm, Ø = 26.5 mm), we obtain Nmax ~ 6,700. This number can only be modestly increased using 
larger NA or smaller magnification M. For instance, with a 20× objective lens such as the UPLSAPO 20XO (Olympus, 
M = 20, NA = 0.85, Ø = 26.5 mm), Nmax would be increased by close to one order of magnitude, but the lower NA would 
cancel the benefit of this increase by significantly reducing the maximum collection efficiency η (12% for the 20× versus 
28% for the 60× objective lens in the comparison presented in the main text (Eq. 3). Additionally, the use of oil as an 
immersion medium will affect the PSF shape when collecting signal away from the coverslip, thus further reducing 
collection efficiency. 

On the other hand, detectors have a finite size and their cost and complexity generally scales with surface area, 
while connectivity and integration complexity scales approximately inversely to the individual pixel size. These various 
constraints need to be kept in mind when projecting possible throughput enhancement based on the microscope-based 
detection techniques discussed in this article: both optics and detector constraints may prevent from achieving maximum 
projected throughput. Alternative approaches circumventing these limitations (e.g. using ZMWG or colloidal lenses 
(17)) will be needed to allow significant breakthrough in throughput. 

 

                                                 
5 The FOV of a microscope is defined as the maximum size of the intermediate image formed by the objective and tube 
lens combination. A typical value is Ø = 25 mm (16). The FOV in the sample plane is divided by M. 
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Supporting Figure Captions 
 
Fig. S1: A: Single-molecule burst detection requires at most one molecule at any given time in the excitation volume Vx. 
B: For optimal single-molecule signal-to-background ratio, the detector sensitive area needs to be of the order of the size 
of the PSF image. C: The resulting signal consists of brief bursts corresponding to the transit of a single-molecule 
through the excitation volume. 
 
Fig. S2: FCS Analysis. A: The FCS regime is characterized by a larger concentration of ~1 or more molecules in the 
excitation volume Vx at any time. B: This larger concentration prevents from identifying single-molecule bursts in the 
signal time trace, which looks like a noisy, fluctuating signal (plain curve, I(t)) around an average value (dashed line, 
<I>). C: The proper way to analyze this signal is by computing its autocorrelation function (ACF). Here a diffusing 
fluorescent dye (FITC) sample results in a characteristic ACF curve exhibiting two typical time scale: a diffusion time 
τ2D and a blinking time scale τB. The amplitude of the ACF gives access to the concentration (C ~ 1/N) of the sample. 
Note that this ACF obtained with an HPD is afterpulsing-free down to 100 ns (10-4 ms). After ref. (18), reproduced with 
permission from the Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). 
 
Fig. S3: Multispot excitation and detection geometry. Left: on the excitation side, spots need to be separated by a 
distance l larger than the PSF dimension d. Right: on the emission side, the detector pitch L needs to match that of the 
spot times the magnification, L = Ml, while the ratio between detector size S and spot image size Md depends on the 
specific application, but is on the order of 1. 
 
Fig. S4: Multispot excitation strategies. A: microlens-based setup, B: LCOS SLM based setup. C: example of 8×8 
excitation spot pattern obtained with a microlens array, as imaged in a fluorescent sample using an EMCCD camera. The 
hatched square represents the target pattern pitch. D: example of 8×8 excitation spot pattern obtained with the LCOS 
SLM (inset: example of LCOS phase retardation pattern used to generate the spot pattern shown in the figure. A 15° tilt 
has been generated artificially to illustrate the pattern alignment simplicity afforded by this approach. 
 
Fig. S5: Principle of the H33D detector. A: overview (not to scale), B: detail of the region marked by a white box in A 
(not to scale). A MCP-PMT (Photocathode + MCP z-stack) is vacuum-sealed together with a position sensing (PS) 
anode placed at a short distance Δz from the back of the MCP. A high-voltage potential difference ΔV is applied between 
photocathode and anode in order to accelerate photoelectrons emitted by the photocathode towards the anode. Each 
photoelectron (e) penetrates a microchannel and is then amplified 105-106 times by secondary emissions from the walls 
of one (or more in the case of a MCP stack) microchannel. The electrons coming out of the microchannel(s) are 
proximity-focused onto a 2-layer anode consisting of cross-delay lines (XDL) in the Gen 1 detector, or of crossed strips 
(XS) in the Gen 2 detector (illustrated schematically in cross-section as strip i to i+4 for one coordinate; determination of 
the other coordinate is done with a perpendicular series of strips not represented here). The location and time of arrival 
of the charge cloud are extracted by dedicated electronics (not shown). 
 
Fig. S6: Relation between relative changes in background rate (b/b0) and relative changes in signal rate (s/s0) resulting in 
no SNR variation, for different starting SBR values. The dotted curve corresponds to s/s0 = b/b0. For large SBR, as often 
encountered in well designed single-molecule experiments (e.g. SBR = 30), a few fold increase in background rate can 
be easily compensated by a few percent increase in signal level (or equivalently, quantum efficiency or incident 
intensity). The dashed lines show the s/s0 values cancelling out a b/b0 = 2 background increase for different starting 
values of the SBR. 
 
Fig. S7: Dependence on the single-molecule burst probability on the local signal-to-background ratio (SBR), Eq. (S1). 
As the number n of successive photons used to compute the local SBR is increased, the probability that a given SBR 
corresponds to a burst increases. 
 
Fig. S8: Wide field geometry magnification. Depending on the imaging magnification M, the PSF image (diameter Md) 
can fit within a single detector pixel (size a), resulting in a ratio r = Md/a < 1 (left) or, more commonly, covers several 
pixels (right) such that r > 1. 
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